
Behlen Care and Maintenance 
. 

FLOOR CLEANER 

A simple and ready to use regular cleaning 
product recommended for Klumpp UV Oiled 
timber floors. 

Directions: 
Spray a light mist onto a small section of the 
timber floor (1.5m x 1.5m approx) 
Using a dry mop with removable applicator 
wipe over the sprayed section. 
Continue this process for the remainder of the 
floor. 
Check and rinse applicator if dirty at regular 
intervals. 
After the final section is cleaned rinse the 
applicator. 
Finish by wiping the applicator over the floor  
using water only to create a more polished floor 
surface. 

Difficult Areas 
For any harder to remove sections such as black 
shoe marks or caked on dirt (food) soak a cloth 
with the cleaner and apply to the area.

FLOOR PROTECTOR 

For added protection and to improve the overall 
appearance of a Klumpp UV Oiled timber floor. 

When used it will help provide added 
protection against dirt and grime. 

Directions: 
Use after the floor has been cleaned with Floor 
Cleaner. 

Spray a light mist onto a small section of the 
timber floor (1.5m x 1.5m approx). 
Using a dry mop with removable applicator 
wipe over the sprayed section. 
Continue this process for the remainder of the 
floor. 
After the final section is completed rinse the 
applicator. 

Please note the Floor Protector does not need 
to be wiped off with water. 
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Behlen Care and Maintenance 
Protection of Timber Floors 
As timber flooring is a natural product it is not indestructible from scratches or dents. 

Ensure felt protectors are applied to the bottom of all furniture.  

At entry and exit points place protective mats to help remove any dirt particles from underside of shoes. 

Before using the Behlen Floor Cleaner or Floor Protector ensure the floor is free from any dust or dirt 
particles.   

Use a soft vacuum cleaning head or cloth to remove dust or dirt particles prior to using the care and 
maintenance products. 

After rinsing the mop applicator ensure any excess water is rung out before placing back onto the floor. 

Regularly clip pets nails. 

Avoid stiletto type heels as can cause indentations on the timber floor.   

The Floor Protector does not need to be used after every clean.  It can be alternated between cleans 
depending on the overall appearance of the floor. 

Cleaning Equipment  
A dry mop with removable applicator is recommended to clean the floor.  

The Behlen Care and Maintenance products can be sprayed directly onto the floor from the bottle they are 
supplied in. 

Alternatively for ease of use a small amount of either product can be poured into the detachable cartridge 
supplied with any dry mop with removable applicator. 

For simple step by step instructions refer to: 
https://youtu.be/mXRUaduvTAw 

Product Purchases or Technical Advice 
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